
Behavioural model of Reality-enhanced games

Project overview

Long-term consumer and community empowerment in
energy applications through inclusive Game design,

Artificial Intelligence, and SystemModelling
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• Data management plan

• Ethics review

• Co-design session with students

• Energy transition obstacles

• Dissemination plan

• Preparing ICT and data platform

2023

• Pilot definition

• Preparing service module

• Public outreach activities

• Co-design sessions

• Preparing user interface module

• Testing and pre-validation of tools

2024

• Preparing use cases and energy models 

• Prototype of the game application

• Report on key performance indicators

• Report on implementing ICT tools

• Co-design sessions

• Final version of the ICT platform, user 
interface, and service module

2025

• Final version of the serious game App

• Presentation of game to Dutch Game Industry

• Report on pilots

• Report on Exploitation and Sustainability Plan

• Recommendations for novel business models

2026

Project timeline

Modular architecture of the ICT platform
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Reality-enhanced game features

Media comparison approach

Inclusive versus exclusive all game 

features in a computer-based medium.

Value-added approach

Inclusion versus exclusion of a 

game feature.
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Energy Community

When friends team up, their

houses can be seen in the

village. The more they play the

better the houses look like.

Play challenges

Behavior changing challenges

Social gameplay

Within groups, you can challenge

each other to win extras in the

game. This can be knowledge

battles or goal battles.

Get personalized 
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Energy consumption 

moment

The game monitors energy conservation 

and what is consumed during 

sustainable hours. You get rewards for 

this.

Check forecast

Get informed about
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Check rankings

See energy data of your

household and compete with

yourself, your team and other

households.
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Energy conservation of 

both kWh and m2 Gas

The game encourages you to save electricity and gas, and use renewable energy when it is available.

General challenges for society:

• Targets for greenhouse-gas emissions reduction

• Increasing shares of intermittent renewables

Urgent actions required:

• Empowering consumers

• Enabling demand-side flexibility

• Energy conservation

• Promoting new roles (prosumers, aggregators, energy communities)

Current citizen engagement challenges:

• Lack of information

• Two-way communication barriers

• Lack of trust with utilities

Vision:

• Enabling citizens to conceptualize socio-technical imaginaries of user-centered, sustainable, 

and affordable energy systems.

Approach:

• Integrated interdisciplinary approach

• Long-term collaboration between academia, consumers/prosumers, aggregators/suppliers, and 

energy communities/cooperatives.

Implementation plan:

• Co-design, make use of, and validation in collaboration with Dutch municipalities

Research focus:

• Persuasive and inclusive serious game design

• Artificial intelligence techniques

• Energy models integration

Expected results:

• Enhance citizens' empowerment

• Instrumental policy recommendations

Consortium strengths:

• Expertise and partners along the entire energy

value chain
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